Abstract
Introduction
For a long period, the researchers at home and above have conducted much work on classification of the fabric flaws. It is very difficult to classify fabric flaws due to type complexity and other features of the fabric flaws [1] . Now the BP NN is extensively applied in classification.
BP (back propagation) NN features simple structure, stable operation status and easy hardware implementation, but BP NN training is an optimization problem for ultra-high dimensions. The weaknesses such as long existence duration and easy local extreme little value affect precision of the algorithm [2] .
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) [3] [4] is a global optimization algorithm and is quicker in search, so it can get better optimization results. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is a global optimization evolutionary algorithm based on the swarm intelligence and was proposed by American Kennedy and Eberhart [3] in 1995. Now PSO is extensively used for function optimization, NN training, mode classification, fuzzy system control and engineering application area [4] . The consistent speeds in all particle directions approximate to zero in the later period of the original PSO algorithm and the algorithm is prone to local extreme vale. Later, researchers improve the constant algorithm parameters (inertial weight  and learning factor 1 c and 2 c ) [5] . The changed parameters can better match the features of the dynamic search algorithms, but this improvement is limited. The reference [6] introduces the gene mutation based on the generic algorithm. When the adaptation value of a particle does not change with increasing iteration time, the particle speed should be changed with certain mutation probability and step to keep the diversified particle aviation, but this mutation is passive and is attracted to the previous optimal solution at a higher probability, so the efficiency is low. The reference [7] proposes that each particle will generate a particle with same iteration time in iteration and this particle can fly in same direction and at different speed. The fitness can be used to keep the history optimal value of the particle. Although it can improve particle diversity, it remarkably increases the computing load and compromise the system memory. This paper applies the PSO algorithm into BP NN training to reasonably identify connection weights and thresholds of NNE and improve capability of true problem solution. This paper also combines PSO-based BP NN into classification of fabric flaws. Compared with the results of the BP NN classification, this new method has a better effect.
Establishment of particle swarm NN

PSO algorithm
The PSO is based on the swarm and fitness concept which simulates the bird prey action. Each individual (particle) in the swarm represents a possible solution. Each particle has a position and speed. This algorithm can measure particle quality via fitness. A particle swarm is randomly initialized and an optimal solution is obtained via iteration. The particle is updated by tracking two "extreme values" in each iteration. One is the optimal solution of the particle which is called as the individual extreme value p i =(p i1 ,p i2 ,…..p id ). Another is the currently optimal solution of the whole swarm which is called as the global extreme value g= (g 1 ,g 2 …g d ). To find two optimal values, the particle speed and position is updated by using the following equation [5] . 
BP NN algorithm
For L3 BP NN, the activation function of nerve cell at hidden layer and output layer is s function.
To meet requirements of sigmoid function, the sample data are normalized. When the error between actual output and expected output is less than preset value or reaches the preset training cycle, training will stop.
Combination of PSO algorithm and BP NN
When PSO is used to train BP network, the particle position k x is the thresholds of all weights and nodes of hidden layers in the full-connection structure. The weight is from (1, 1). The particle is coded by using the real number. The node number of the hidden layer is initialized as 3. The maximum node number of the hidden layer is set as 20. The step and nodes will gradually increase in network training till the requirement is met.
The fitness function is the indicator to asses the problem solution capability of the NN. The variant error MSE of the NN outputs is used to generate a target function. The derivative is the function of the fitness. A smaller error indicates higher performance of the particles. The target function is computed as follows: latitudinal texture structure is regular on the surface of the normal fabric. If the fabric includes flaws, the flaws will show exceptional change in the latitudinal or longitudinal texture sub-image. Based on this rule, the wavelet transform can be used to divide the fabric into the longitudinal and latitudinal sub-image.
Based on the idea of the orthogonal wavelet resolution and analysis, assuming that
is the low-pass and high-pass filter of 2-D discrete wavelet function, the quick decomposition equation of the 2-D wavelet transform is [8] : . For each transform layer, the image will be divided into four images at different frequencies. Each image represents partial information in the old image, namely horizontal, vertical, diagonal and low-frequency part.
For the fabric image, after 2-D orthogonal wavelet decomposition, the sub-images in the horizontal and vertical direction respectively represent the longitudinal and latitudinal texture of the fabric. The information on diagonal and low-frequency is discarded.
The figure 1 and 2 show the normal fabric image and fabric image with flaws which are decomposed by using db3 wavelet function. The image shows that the sub-images in the horizontal and vertical direction can better include the latitudinal and longitudinal texture features and the texture at the flaws is obviously exceptional after the fabric is decomposed by using wavelet. figure, for the fabric image with flaws, the variant, and energy and entropy distribution curve of the latitudinal sub-image is very different form them of the normal fabric image. Their features are over the normal range in the same pixels, which indicates that these features can be computed to check whether the fabric includes flaws.
PSO-BP network-based classification methods of fabric flaws and result analysis
Identification of input and output features of PSO-BP network model
After the fabric image is decomposed by using wavelet based on the equation (4), the sub-images in horizontal and vertical direction is obtained. The features of the latitudinal and longitudinal texture feature are respectively extracted by using equation (5)- (7) as the input of the NN, including radial variant peak, energy peak, entropy peak, longitudinal variant peak, energy peak and entropy peak.
The fabric flaw image for classification includes latitudinal yarn lack, longitudinal yarn lack, oil dirty, hole and particle flaw.
For multiple images with different flaws, after wavelet decomposition and feature extraction, the feature samples can be obtained. These data are normalized as the following The number of output nodes indicates the type of the flaw to check, including latitudinal flaw, longitudinal flaw, oil dirty, hole and particle, so 5 nodes are outputted. It is expressed as follows: latitudinal (1, 0, 0, 0, 0), longitudinal (0, 1, 0, 0, 0), oil dirty (0, 0, 1, 0, 0), hole (0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and particle (0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
Computing results and analysis
The first ten-group data are used as the training sample of the NN in the table 1. The final five-group data are used as the detection classification sample. After multiple simulation tests, for the BP network, when the hidden layer includes 19 nerve cells, the classification results are better. The training results are shown as the figure 5. After the network is trained 187 times, it can reach the target error. The classification results are shown as the table 2. 
Conclusions
Because BPNN has a longer training time and is easy to sink at the local extreme little value, it affects precision of the algorithm. The particle swarm optimization algorithm is better in optimization capability, so this paper applies PSO into training of connection weights and thresholds of BP NN and construction of PSO-BP NN. The PSO-BP NN model is used in classification of fabric flaws. By comparing the flaw classification results of PSO-BP NN with them of BP NN, the PSO-BP NN is better than BP NN, includes less hidden nerve cells, is short in training time and is precise in classification, so the PSO-BP NN is better than BP NN.
